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Page 2 コオケ Meteor Cluster Ensemble 10th Anniversary 180751517654772 sm319998519 Type: Remake Introduction: にち! I コ コオ ケ ト. on the コ コオ ケ ト anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China on August 2を 2017を Welcome to え, and on September 30, 2017, めオフ will last 10り years
と そ painting and contributionを 10 years of activityに stop the nature of をstingち, コミュティを disbanded. At the に end of the あ 頃を about the ココ of the clusterを 150 people played. ど ぞ last お楽 さ. For 10 ブカ played オフ, concert and き 広がり in the Great Hall. Participants each それぞ Lo zhou-it may be the
most garbage-designed in the world (Phase 2) 49414382931279 Masterless Land Phase II compared to the first release of this content is a significant improvement this time the updated content has been updated with the addition of BUG, which captures the voice of some characters that are too small, increased
environmental impact to enhance authenticity, a new cool start was made, the second big BOSS (first pont) was added and the location and manner of the subtitles display has been improved ... Thanks for your support, we'll see you in the next installment of Try Healing... Be a shovel at the zoo! 16651125219207 During
a trip to Australia we tried! Be a zookeeper (officer)! It's lovely to meet many wonderful creatures, kangaroos and koalas, but in Australia, most people are not allowed to touch them! Shelf Drum: Japanese Brother Plays ONE OK ROCK カゲウ 12328252755469 My Favorite Japanese Band ONE OK ROCK Song! I hope
you enjoyed it! Mexican grumpy mom on the Burger King line old man 527919955 hello! Beep audience! I'm Chew! I live a crazy life with my Mexican family! This video is a translation of the buffet for a grumpy mother who does not understand English. So why do burgers have so many kinds of cheese?!! The new
Treasure Island Mammoth version is too complicated, adapted the thick house version 40965218179694 Last time read the comments said to want to see Xinbao Island take advantage of today's birthday improvisational freestyle wave 1 minute 40 seconds high energy warning, please ignore my house for days
unwashed face and head and a month cut hair 2019 zhejiang university acceptance propaganda film: your name I'm waiting for you at the University of zhejiang! 196325826644672315224 zhejiang University 2019 enrollment promotional film Your name is a shocked release! It's extraordinary because of you. Regardless



of your name, a whole new journey will begin with your name. The title passes go deeper and further. The name is a way of absorbing food, looking at the world and the path to the truth. The university of zhejiang is only a short four words, but as if to write all the youth, you and I continue to write history, but also written in
the story itself! Dragon Yang Yang Song Scene Fenghua V Sound Research 9257763115379 Song: Yuchuan Vocal Home av42818826 Choreographer: Noah Liangsan on Song Painting: ReallyLascivious. ReallyLascivious. VC Home: Le Chenglong, Le Chengsuan, Words and Melodies: Sanyang P Mix: Seven Jane
Productions: V Sound Research (Voice Home) Singing: O2O Baritone (Moyao, Mini Rabbit, Royal Ten) Pluto Moon Voice-over: Le Chenglun Tooth - Ink Thousand Pro (Voice of The Stars) Le Chengshuan - Higuo Yin and - It Slows Writer: Yuchuan Plot Director: Menghu Tiger Roll Remix Late: Far Summer Proctor: Tan
Chaoyue (Original Electric Voice) Mars - Music for Mars 205987231791041 Sudden Whirlth, also a friend reminded me that I wrote this song to finish the album of eight planets before the Chinese New Year ... I hope you like NetEase Cloud: Tianya Production Software: FL Studio 20 Violin Final Fantasy 14th Anniversary
Celebrations - Cruel War - The Day of Exquisite Ayozea 10028209106812 Think a lot of things now, but don't know what to say. Although for the first time to play for a while, but not a full class on ... 3.0 Pit back at the end of the period... Like a story party... Whether it's the main line or the branch, it's very serious... Thick
is really a very attractive game ... All the bgms out there I really like ... Write more words slowly in the comments ... Photo: da Shu special thanks: B.C., helped me write down the moon to read an animation reluctant to reveal the name of the international service of great human genealogy when he changed a lot ... The
big guy fits in ... Shiva quartet: Password: snn0 , Miss Lai-Lai revenge career Please Enjoy my 2 minutes and 51 seconds singing limit - 1686241287 and little K Third song collaboration, the fourth song also comes to participate in the new star plan station B, please praise the song of the mule's song, give it, I hope she
likes the original: av27174014, thanks to the authorization of the accompaniment of sister zuia: av27287543. Last triple I made some changes, not all of them finished. Songwrination Mix: JUSF Weekly; Picture: Ia, Remake/Suppression: Naypyeep Lai, Remix: ELE.K. 1. Open to real PEOPLE VIP, subtitles June 2
Recommended can only recommend videos below 15,000 clicks. More than one video can be recommended. Sort by the total number of referrals per day. 3. When the recommended video is more than 15,000 clicks will no longer be recommended. 4. Update the recommended number once a day. It's a bold text.
Identify the label and use the Label description to define bold text. There is no difference between HTML 4.01 and HTML5. Notes and comments: In accordance with the HTML 5 specification,Tags support HTML event properties. Edit Discussion Blocking Download video blood type is a method of blood classification,
usually referring to the separation of red blood cells, based on the presence of certain hereditary antigens on the surface of red blood cells. Antigens can be proteins, sugars, glycoproteins or glycolides. Usually some antigens come from the same gene or from the coding products of several genes that are closely related,
and these antigens form a blood group system. In humans, there are 30 blood type systems that have been found and recognized by the International Blood Transfusion Association, with the blood ABO system and the Blood Type System Rh (rhesus monkey factor) being the most important. The blood group system is
important for blood transfusions, and incompatible blood transfusions can lead to a hemolysis reaction, leading to hemolismic anemia, kidney failure, shock and death. Neonatal hemolysis is also closely related to the blood group. The reason for the identification of blood type as A, B, O and AB refers to various antibodies
in the blood with different antigens and plasma. Type A: Red blood cells contain antigens, plasma contains anti-B antibodies; Type B: Red blood cells contain B antigens, plasma contains anti-A antibodies; It was not until 1921 that the World Health Organization named me after four families with blood groups: A, B, O and
AB. In 1940, four types of blood, A, B, O and AB, were classified as Rh-positive and rh-negative blood groups, and rh-negative blood groups were called rare blood types, the so-called R. blood groups were: red blood cells contained rh antigens, called Rh-positive blood groups; The rh-positive blood group makes up
99.7% of Han Chinese and most ethnic groups in China, about 90% of individual ethnic minorities, 85% of some ethnic groups in China and abroad, and 15% of the white blood group in Europe and America. With the development of medicine, the study of people on blood group becomes more and more in-depth, and
found that the blood type is very different, in 1995 was found 23 systems of red cell blood group, various blood group antigens of more than 400 species; In 1995, it was announced that HLA esoteric-specific 112 species, HLA claims, have reached 503, white blood cells 8 systems, more than 120 blood group antigens,
white blood matching group (HLA) in stem cell transplantation is the key to success. The plate's antigens were discovered after 1957. Plate plates have 7 systems of specific antigens, in the system of more than 10 types of antigens, 148 types of other tissue cell antigens, more than 20 types of serum proteins, serum
enzymes and more than 30 types of antigens, a total of more than 600 species; [2]  The genetics of blood types usually follow Mendel's law. In general, the inheritance of the blood-type ABO system is determined by one gene. The ABO gene is located on the long arm of chromosome 9 (9q34) and has three main alleles
I(A), i (B) and i (O). Products i and i are active enzymes (enzymes) that catalyze the synthesis of antigens A and B antigens, respectively, while allied gene products I am not enzyme-active and cannot catalyze the synthesis of antigens A and B. Since human chromosomes are doubled, humans are usually only two out
of three alleles, from both parents. The type of these two aletroids, the genotype of the blood group, determines the phenotype of a person's blood group. I(A) and I (B) are explicit to i(O), so only people with genotype ii have blood type O, people with genotype I(A) I(A) or I(A)i(O) type A, and people with genotype I(B) I
(B) or I (B) i (O) are blood group B. I(A) and I (B) are co-explicit, so people with genotype I(A) I (B) have two antigens , A and B, AB blood group. In rare cases, gene I sometimes becomes an O-type due to the gene inhibition upstream. In general, if both parents of type O blood, the child should be type O, if one of the
parents type of blood AB, the child can not be type O, parents of type A and type O blood are unlikely to have children type B or AB blood, parents type B and type O blood are unlikely to have children type A or type AB blood If one parent is type O, the child may not be AB type. Professor F. Bairstedt, a well-known blood
group researcher in statistical statistics at the University of G?ttingen in Germany, said: The primitive period monkeys were all blood O groups, and then suddenly they mutated into A and B, and over time, only blood type O originally separated from Type A and Type B. The combination of type A and type B leads to a
new type of O Type A, Type B and AB type. The distribution of blood groups is different for people of different races and regions. Different ethnic groups of the same race may also vary. In general, places are the most common in O-plus, AB-minimum. The largest distribution of B allegen is found in Central Asia, followed
by Africa, America and Australia is relatively small, in the world, B claim, is the least ABO blood group claiming only 16% of the population. Link 1.    Tang Seyowei. Human Anatomy Physiology, 3rd Edition: China Medical Science and Technology Press, 2017.01:52-54 2.    Self-description of blood. National Health and
Health Commission of the People's Republic of China (citing date 2020-03-21) 3.    (USA) He's Wen. Discover the World: Tsingtao Press, 2014.09:137-139 4.    Chang Bin, (USA) David Belling, Editor-in-Chief of Wang Wei. The source of a hundred diseases, microcirculation disorders. 2016.43 2016.43。
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